Abstract Accurate information on the location and magnitude of vegetation change in scenic areas can guide the configuration of tourism facilities and the formulation of vegetation protection measures. High spatial resolution remote sensing images can be used to detect subtle vegetation changes. The major objective of this study was to map and quantify forest vegetation changes in a national scenic location, the Purple Mountains of Nanjing, China, using multi-temporal cross-sensor high spatial resolution satellite images to identify the main drivers of the vegetation changes and provide a reference for sustainable management. We used Quickbird images acquired in 2004, IKONOS images acquired in 2009, and WorldView2 images acquired in 2015. Four pixel-based direct change detection methods including the normalized difference vegetation index difference method, multi-index integrated change analysis (MIICA), principal component analysis, and spectral gradient difference analysis were compared in terms of their change detection performances. Subsequently, the best pixel-based detection method in conjunction with object-oriented image analysis was used to extract subtle forest vegetation changes. An accuracy assessment using the stratified random sampling points was conducted to evaluate the performance of the change detection results. The results showed that the MIICA method was the best pixel-based change detection method. And the object-oriented MIICA with an overall accuracy of 0.907 and a kappa coefficient of 0.846 was superior to the pixel-based MIICA. From 2004 to 2009, areas of vegetation gain mainly occurred around the periphery of the study area, while areas of vegetation loss were observed in the interior and along the boundary of the study area due to construction activities, which contributed to 79% of the total area of vegetation loss. During 2009-2015, the greening initiatives around the construction areas increased the forest vegetation coverage, accounting for 84% of the total area of vegetation gain. In spite of this, vegetation loss occurred in the interior of the Purple Mountains due to infrastructure development that caused conversion from vegetation to impervious areas. We recommend that: (1) a local multi-agency team inspect and assess law enforcement regarding natural resource utilization; and (2) strengthen environmental awareness education.
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Introduction
Scenic forest areas are precious and non-renewable natural resources. In spite of their provision of social, ecological, and environmental services, urban and suburban scenic forests continue to suffer risk of degradation due to socioeconomic advancement, demographic growth, and the acceleration of urbanization (Qi 2013) . Knowledge of the changes in forest vegetation in scenic forests helps to assess conservation management effectiveness and to formulate conservation measures to respond to vegetation changes and to promote sustainable development of the urban forest environment and the social economy (Qi 2013; Pu and Landry 2012) . The development of remote sensing images and technology provides advanced technological measures for detecting these changes.
Traditional assessment methods are useful for mediumand coarse-scale change detection. In contrast, sub-meter scale vegetation change detection is more suitable for determining diverse, subtle changes in scenic forest areas, such as mapping networks of unpaved unofficial mountaineering paths that have increased due to the walking and climbing of local residents (Zhou et al. 2008) . High spatial resolution remote sensing images can help detect such subtle changes that are not recorded in the official databases and assess their impacts on forest vegetation and soils that are underestimated by analyses of medium and coarse remotely sensed images.
In traditional vegetation cover change analyses, images are usually classified first and then the classifications are compared. In this case, change detection accuracy depends heavily on classification accuracy. Several highly automated direct change detection methods have been developed and applied to vegetation change detection, including the Landsat-based detection of Trends in Disturbance and Recovery (LandtrendR, Kennedy et al. 2010) , the Breaks For Additive Seasonal and Trend (BFAST, Verbesselt et al. 2010) and Vegetation Change Tracker (VCT, Huang et al. 2010) . However, these methods are mainly used for time series analyses using relatively low and medium spatial resolution images and are not suitable for high spatial resolution image analyses due to the high cost and the unavailability of high spatial resolution images covering long time spans. Additionally, some of the parameters required for these methods (such as the integrated forest z-score (IFZ) in the VCT) are difficult to derive from high spatial resolution images due to limited spectral bands.
Thus, in this study, we considered other detection methods that are easily implemented and suitable for high spatial resolution images. Weismiller et al. (1977) first proposed the image difference method. However, when different sensors are used for change detection, a simple band difference method results in large errors. In order to utilize multiple bands and reduce the amount of workload at the same time, Byrne et al. (1980) applied change detection based on principal component analysis (PCA). However, few studies have used the PCA method with different sensor images for change detection. Chen et al. (2013) proposed the use of the spectral gradient difference (SGD) to detect changes to reduce the impact of different sensors. In addition, many studies applied vegetation index information to reduce the influences of illumination, terrain, atmospheric conditions and other factors. These include the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) difference method (Rouse et al. 1973; Yang et al. 2000) , and multiindex integrated change analysis (MIICA, Jin et al. 2013) method. Besides NDVI, MIICA added other characteristic parameters that indicate change intensity to improve detection accuracy.
The above-mentioned change detection methods are all pixel-based methods. Since the spatial relationship among pixels is ignored, salt-and-pepper noise is commonly observed and the higher the spatial resolution, the higher the salt-and-pepper noise (Han 2016) . To address this problem when change detection is performed using high spatial resolution images, object-oriented image analysis was proposed (Baatz and Schäpe 1999) . The traditional object-oriented change detection method is based on an image segmentation followed by the classification of the image objects (Civco et al. 2002; Gamanya et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2012) , thus the detection results are also subject to the classification accuracy.
To combine the advantages of direct change detection and object-oriented analysis, in this study, we proposed a new approach to conduct forest vegetation change detection by using cross-sensor high spatial resolution satellite images. This new method integrates the optimal pixelbased method among several tested methods and objectoriented analysis to detect vegetation change. Specifically, we used the precision (P) and recall rate (R) to objectively determine the optimal segmentation parameter (Zhu et al. 2015) . This method performs image segmentation first and uses the homogeneous segmentation objects as the analysis units instead of the individual pixels to reduce the salt-andpepper noise and minimize the influences of the classification accuracy on the detection results.
We used the Purple Mountains in Nanjing, a five A-level scenic spot with abundant vegetation as the study area to test the performance of the proposed change detection methods. The Purple Mountains attract many tourists every year because of several well-known scenic spots including the Dr. Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum and Ming Xiaoling Mausoleum. The area is also an important scenic forest location at the lower reaches of the Yangtze River and a region with scientific research value in the north subtropical zone of China. Additionally, as the ''green lung'' of Nanjing city, the Purple Mountains support many plant species and have a high forest cover, which provides great values in terms of air and water purification, soil and water conservation, tourism, and scientific research (Liu 2015) .
Since 1935, forests of the Purple Mountains have suffered from pine caterpillars and government agencies have taken many prevention and control measures. Many studies have documented changes in the vegetation of the Purple Mountains (Xue and Zhao 1982; Cheng and Ni 2004) . However, few studies of vegetation change in the Purple Mountains have been implemented by the scenic location management authority in recent years, especially at the sub-meter scale.
Materials and methods

Study area and datasets
Located in the eastern outskirts of Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, the Purple Mountains extend from 118°48 0 E, 32°02 0 N to 118°52 0 E, 32°06 0 N (Fig. 1) , covering an area of approximately 30 km 2 with forest coverage of 70% . The highest elevation of the Purple Mountains is 448.9 m. This area falls into the northern margin of the subtropics and is a transitional vegetation zone between warm-temperate deciduous broad-leaved forest and midsubtropical evergreen broad-leaved forest. Evergreen-deciduous broad-leaved mixed forest dominates this region with a rich diversity of plant species. There are about 113 families and more than 600 species of seed plants (Dong et al. 2007 ). Through long-term tending and natural succession, the restoration of the natural plant flora and the formation of zonal plant community types have made the Purple Mountains a scientifically important deciduous evergreen broad-leaved forest in the northern subtropics of China (Dong et al. 2011) .
The data used in this study (Table 1) 
Data preprocessing
The images were radiometrically calibrated using the latest parameters (Qi and Lalasia 2014) to convert the digital numbers (DNs) to top-of-atmosphere radiance values. The FLAASH module in the ENVI software was used to generate surface reflectance images. Using the 2009 IKONOS image as a reference image, we identified 100 ground control points to perform a geometric correction using the nearest neighbor resampling method to achieve a resolution Integrating cross-sensor high spatial resolution satellite images to detect subtle forest… of 0.5 m for all images. The errors after geometric correction were at the sub-pixel level. To avoid the influences of atmospheric conditions, we selected the 2009 IKONOS images as a benchmark and performed a pseudo-invariant feature (PIF) normalization method to ensure radiometric consistency among the images. We selected 7000 pixels including low-, medium-, and high-reflectance pixels and fitted a number of linear regression equations to achieve relative radiometric normalization.
Fusion
Because all three sensors included panchromatic and multispectral bands, we performed image fusion to integrate the spectral and spatial information (Peng and Liu 2007) . Based on the atmospherically and geometrically corrected panchromatic bands and multispectral bands, the PCA (Chen and Pu 2006) , the Brovey transform (Tan et al. 2008; Gillespie et al. 1987 ), hue-saturation-value (HSV) transform (Du et al. 2017) , Gram-Schmidt (GS) transform (Witharana et al. 2016; Huang and Gu 2010) and wavelet transform methods (Gong et al. 2010) were implemented to fuse the images. For the wavelet transform fusion, we selected different wavelet basis functions and decomposition layers to determine the optimal fusion scheme. Objective quantitative evaluation parameters including the spectral mean values, the standard deviation, the average gradient, the information entropy of the fused images, and the root mean square error (RMSE) between the original images and fused images were calculated in tandem with subjective qualitative evaluation to evaluate the fusion performance. The vegetation indices were generated using the original multispectral images prior to the fusion.
Pixel-based change detection methods
NDVI difference method
Vegetation strongly absorbs red band energy and reflects the near-infrared band energy (Yang et al. 2000) . Therefore, the vegetation indices that are calculated using the spectral values of these two bands represent the aboveground biomass (Coppin and Bauer 1994) . We used the vegetation index difference of bi-temporal images to obtain vegetation cover changes. We used the NDVI images of the three time periods, performed the relative radiometric normalization, and generated the NDVI difference images. Subsequently, a change detection threshold (see Sect. Determination of the thresholds) was specified to extract the vegetation change areas. The NDVI is defined by Eq. (1):
where q (NIR) represents the near-infrared band reflectance and q (R) represents the red band reflectance.
MIICA
MIICA is a change detection method developed for Landsat imagery. It is based on the calculation of four spectral parameters including the differenced normalized burn ratio (dNBR),the differenced NDVI (dNDVI), the change vector (CV), and the relative change vector maximum (RCVMAX) to extract the change area from bitemporal images (Jin et al. 2013 ). However, the dNBR could not be calculated for the images used in this study due to the lack of short-wave infrared bands. The Purple Mountains are under strict supervision and control so that forest fires are rare and were therefore ignored for the purpose of this study. Additionally, the four parameters are independent in the calculation. Therefore, only the latter three parameters were used for vegetation change detection in this study. The MIICA process was adapted and the flowchart of the application using the 2009 and 2015 images as examples is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Equation (2)- (4) are used to calculate the parameters:
where 1 and 2 represent the pre-image and post-image respectively; i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, represent the image band numbers; q (B1i) and q (B2i) are the reflectance values of B 1i and B 2i . 
PCA
After principal component transformation of the bi-temporal images, the first and second principal component bands containing the majority of the image information were extracted for the difference calculation to reduce the information redundancy. Then we enumerated the sample pixel values of the first and second principal component difference bands separately for the different change directions (the conversions from vegetation to water, to impervious areas, and to bare land) and determined the change pixels and change types (Byrne et al. 1980; Yuan and Elvidge 1998; Mo et al. 2013 ).
SGD
The differences in the land cover types are reflected in the pixel brightness values, the spectral curves, and the shapes (Tso and Mather 2001) . The SGD change detection method uses a spectral gradient to quantitatively describe the shape of the spectral curve and compares the shape differences of the spectral curves of the bi-temporal images to distinguish changed areas and unchanged areas. Using the spectral gradient space instead of the traditional spectral space to calculate the magnitude of change is a novel approach. This method has rarely been applied to vegetation change detection because the results are often not adequate to directly infer the direction of vegetation change. In the current analysis, the steps in the SGD method were the following: (1) Generation of the spectral gradient using the adjacent bands of the same image; and (2) Generation of the spectral gradient vectors by combining different spectral gradients and using the spectral gradient vectors of the bi-temporal images to obtain the gradient difference vectors. Their absolute values represent the change magnitude (Chen et al. 2013) . Equations (5)- (8) 
where q (k?1) and q (k) denote the spectral reflectance of the adjacent bands k and k ? 1 respectively andk (k?1) andk (k) are their corresponding wavelengths; g (k,k?1) denotes the spectral gradient between the adjacent bands k and k ? 1; G denotes the spectral gradient vector; DG is the spectral gradient vector difference derived from the bi-temporal images and its absolute value |DG| is the change magnitude. After the generation of |DG|, we extracted the change areas using thresholds (Sect. Determination of the thresholds) and masked the non-vegetation change areas. Then we defined the areas of vegetation gain or loss based on the dNDVI (Eq. 2). The vegetation change area with dNDVI values less than 0 was the vegetation gain area, and the vegetation change area with dNDVI values greater than 0 was the vegetation loss area. Integrating cross-sensor high spatial resolution satellite images to detect subtle forest…
Determination of the thresholds
The NDVI difference method, MIICA and SGD methods require a threshold to define the change areas. The threshold selection directly affects the accuracy of change detection. Since some thresholds in this study could not be expressed in a binary format and included two change directions (vegetation gain and loss), the traditional binarization methods were not suitable. The threshold in this study was determined using the following steps: (1) estimation of the approximate value by visual inspection of the histogram of the change magnitude images or the dNDVI images; (2) adjustment of the value at a ± 0.01 step interval to determine the threshold; and (3) terminating the iteration process once the threshold resulted in the highest matching accuracy compared to the reference data (changed and unchanged areas that were identified beforehand) (Pu and Landry 2012) . Unlike other adaptive threshold methods, this method allows for adjusting the initial threshold and the number of iterations according to the specific magnitude or dNDVI images, which make the detection results more reliable.
Accuracy assessment
We calculated the accuracy of vegetation change detection by comparing the extracted change results with the reference samples. Due to the lack of higher spatial resolution land cover change data or ground truth data for the corresponding years, the accuracy assessment data used in this study were visually interpreted as change or no-change results based on the reference samples. Random points were generated by using a stratified random sampling strategy (Banko 1998) and we used the three stratified areas of vegetation loss, vegetation gain and no change. We spatially integrated the detection results, and segregate vegetation loss and vegetation gain classes as follows. If a pixel was identified as falling into the vegetation gain or loss areas using any of the four methods, this pixel was classified as vegetation gain or loss. The spatially conflicted pixels were classified as no-change due to their small pixel proportion (less than 0.1% of the total study area) to simplify the evaluation process. Thus, we generated 75 sample points in each of the three stratified areas after the specific division (Congalton 1991). For each of the random sample points, we visually compared the 2009 image with the 2015 image to count the number of no change pixels and change pixels (vegetation gain and vegetation loss). Thus, the confusion matrices were generated to derive the overall accuracy, the kappa coefficient, the producer's accuracy and the user's accuracy and to compare the performance of different detection methods.
Object-oriented change detection methods
We chose the appropriate segmentation parameters and segmented the bi-temporal images uniformly to minimize the effect of the differences in size, shape, area, and spatial position of the segmented objects in the bi-temporal images on change detection accuracy. First, the preprocessed bitemporal images were stacked and segmented uniformly to ensure that the segmented objects from the bi-temporal images corresponded to each other (one-to-one mapping).
The segmentation was performed using the Segment Only Feature Extraction module of ENVI, including the segmentation and merging processes. This is a very important step in the process of detecting fine-scale changes in vegetation to separate the narrow roads and gaps inside the forest from vegetation. Therefore, we first used a coarser scale to segment buildings, water, and forest areas. A subsequent segmentation was performed inside the forest areas. Since merging was performed on the basis of the segmented objects, a very large segmentation scale would result in under-segmentation . In order to detect the small open spaces inside the forests, we set the segmentation scale to zero and continuously changed the merging scales. The P and R of the segmentation objects were calculated and compared for different merging scales to determine the optimal segmentation parameter. We calculated P and R for merging scales in the range of 0-100 and for a segmentation scale of 0. We wanted to ensure that P was maximized and a higher R was obtained under this premise. P and R are defined by Eqs. (9)-(12).
r ¼ si \ sði; jÞ j j sði; jÞ j j ð10Þ
si \ sði; jÞ j j ð11Þ
where p and r are the precision and recall rate of the segmented object respectively, s i is the segmentation object, and s (i,j) is its matching object. P and R are the weighted averages of the p and r values of all objects in the region respectively. Subsequently, homogeneous objects were generated and the grayscale value of each pixel in the objects was replaced by the average grayscale value of the object. The optimal pixel-based change detection method was applied to the segmented images. Ultimately, the same change threshold strategy was used to extract the change regions and the same accuracy assessment strategy was implemented to derive the accuracy statistics.
Results
Image fusion
Three pan-sharped images were created by fusing the multispectral bands with the panchromatic band. Through subjective qualitative evaluation and objective quantitative evaluation, we found that the best wavelet basis functions were sym5, bior2.8, and coif1 for the 2004, 2009 , and 2015 images, respectively. The optimum number of decomposition layers was three. The objective evaluation parameters of different fusion methods are presented in Table S1-Table S2 . Among them, the standard deviation, average gradient, and information entropy represent the sharpness and information of the fused image. The fusion result is better when these parameter values are larger. The closer the spectral mean to the original image, the better the result. RMSE reflects the difference between fused image and original image, and the smaller the value, the better the result is. For three images, the HSV and wavelet transform fusion results have higher information entropy. But after considering the other parameters and subjective evaluation criteria, we determined that the HSV fusion algorithm was most suitable for the QuickBird image and the wavelet transform fusion algorithm with the bior2.8 and coif1 basis function and a three-layered decomposition strategy were optimal for the IKONOS and WorldView2 images, respectively. The optimum fusion results for the different sensors are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows the vegetation change detection results of the four pixel-based methods. The corresponding accuracy statistics derived from the stratified random sampling strategy are summarized in Table 2 . Locations of vegetation gain and loss from the four methods were spatially similar and the results of SGD and MIICA were most similar (Fig. 4) .
Vegetation change detection results of four pixelbased methods
The accuracy results (Table 2) showed that MIICA yielded higher user's accuracy for the vegetation change areas but it's producer's accuracy was lower. This indicates that MIICA resulted in few false detections but the omission error was slightly higher for the vegetation change areas. The producer's accuracy was higher for NDVI difference method than for MIICA but there were more false detections (Fig. 5) . The PCA test results were not outstanding because the producer's accuracy was low and the omission error in the vegetation gain area was more than 50%. Some of the accuracy results were high for the SGD but they were not optimal. MIICA results yielded the Integrating cross-sensor high spatial resolution satellite images to detect subtle forest… highest kappa value, meaning the greatest consistency between the test and actual results. Also MIICA had highest overall accuracy. Based on these results, MIICA was the preferred method for accurate detection, thus, it was used for the subsequent integration with the objectoriented detection method.
Vegetation change detection results of the objectoriented method
When the segmentation scale was 18.2 and the merging scale was 78.3, the buildings, water and forests could be easily segmented (Fig. 6 ). For subsequent segmentation within forest areas, the trends of P and R with the change in the merging scale at a step of 10 are shown in Fig. 7a . The value of P remained at 0.9 for a merging scale from 0 to 80 and then declined after 80. The P and R values for the merging scale from 80 to 90 at a step of 1 were calculated to see if there was a merging scale with a P value of 0.9 and a higher R value (Fig. 7b) . Although the R value increased when merging scale was greater than 81, the P value began to decline. So 80 and 81 proved to be better scales. Since P is inversely related to the merging scale, in order to obtain highest P value and higher R value to ensure that fine-scale changes could be detected as much as possible (Zhu et al. 2015) , we chose 80 as the final merging scale. The internal segmentation results of the forest land are shown in Fig. 8 . The segmentation algorithm ideally partitioned highly similar pixel clusters into different homogeneous objects and accurately delineated the boundaries of the gaps inside the forest land. Then the MIICA method was applied to the segmented images for change detection. Since the regions Integrating cross-sensor high spatial resolution satellite images to detect subtle forest… of the three stratifications were different in these two accuracy verifications, stratified random sampling was performed on object-oriented MIICA and pixel-based MIICA again using the same method as described in Sect. Accuracy assessment. The final detection accuracy results are summarized in Table 3 . The overall accuracy and kappa coefficient of the object-oriented MIICA method was higher than that of the pixel-based MIICA method. Besides, object-oriented MIICA method had higher producer's accuracy for the vegetation change areas. Figure 9 shows the differences in the results of the two methods and we can conclude that the performance of object-oriented MIICA method was much better than that of pixel-based MIICA method. This is attributed to the relatively regular homogeneous areas and fewer isolated small clusters that were generated by the object-oriented MIICA method. Thus, object-oriented MIICA was used to map forest vegetation changes during 2004-2015. Table 4 . From 2004 to 2009, vegetation loss rate was relatively large at 2.20%. The vegetation loss occurred mainly at the edges of the Purple Mountains (Fig. 10a) . During this period, the rate of the vegetation gain was 0.90% and the increases occurred mainly at the edges of the conservation area. A small number of vegetation loss areas were detected in the central portion of the Purple Mountains from 2009 to 2015, and the rate of loss was 0.66% (Fig. 10b) . During this period, the rate of vegetation gain was 1.36%. The increase in vegetation cover mainly occurred at the periphery of the Purple Mountains. The conversion from vegetation to impervious surfaces is listed in Table 5 . From 2004 to 2009, the conversion rate from vegetation to impervious surfaces was 
Vegetation changes in Purple Mountains
Discussion Change detection algorithms
Among the four pixel-based change detection methods, the detection accuracy of PCA was relatively low and its omission error of the change area was large, especially the omission error of the vegetation gain area. This meant that many change pixels were identified as unchanged areas by PCA. A potential explanation for this high omission error is the difference in the radiometric sensitivity of the same ground objects for the different sensor observations. Thus, it is often not effective to use only spectral information for change detection. The advantage of the PCA method is integrating a few of the original bands and generating principal components that contain the majority of the information variance of the original bands to simplify the calculation and to facilitate the subsequent analyses (Teffera et al. 2018) . The SGD method outperformed PCA. That is because, although the spectral values of the same object in different images might differ, the spectral shapes are similar (Chen et al. 2013) , which enables SGD for removing spurious changes caused by various interference factors. The |DG| image obtained by the SGD method is a change magnitude image and the change regions can be extracted from it by specifying appropriate thresholds. The changed regions encompass the conversion between various land use or land cover types. Thus, it is necessary to separate the nonvegetated areas from the change areas to determine specific vegetation changes. The process is relatively complicated. We set the threshold using the NDVI values of the bitemporal images to remove the areas where no vegetation change had occurred. The MIICA and NDVI difference methods utilize vegetation indices to address the problem of cross-sensor analysis. dNDVI quantifies the magnitude of biomass change and reduces error caused by terrain and atmospheric interferences (Apan 1997) . The detection performance was better for MIICA than for the NDVI difference method (Fig. 5) . NDVI difference method classified some unchanged pixels into vegetation gain area. Compared to the NDVI difference method, MIICA included two additional parameters, viz. CV, which represents the total spectral change between the two images and RCVMAX, which detects relative change, quantifies the magnitude of relative change, and describes a general change pattern (Diao et al. 2018) . This filters out some of the pixels whose dNDVI values reached a certain range but did not indicate change in the land cover type. Thus, MIICA performed better than the NDVI difference method for vegetation change detection. However, two additional thresholds must be specified for MIICA, which may increase the omission error of the vegetation change or result in other uncertainties. The NDVI difference method is the simplest and most straightforward approach for vegetation change detection and the results are reliable in most cases. To retain spectral fidelity, in this study, the NDVI calculation was implemented by using original bands rather than fused bands. Therefore, the initial spatial resolution of the detected vegetation change was at the resolution of 2 m. Unlike the NDVI difference method, MIICA removed some pseudo-change area and, most importantly, it preserved the high spatial resolution of the detected vegetation changes because the indices CV and RCVMAX were calculated from the fused bands rather than the original bands. In change detection studies, it is usually required that the omission error be minimized without forcing a large commission error. If we consider the small difference in the omission errors between MIICA, NDVI difference method, and SGD, the simplicity of the methods, and the preserved resolution of the detection results, we conclude that MIICA proved to be the most suitable method of the four pixel-based change detection methods.
Combination of the object-oriented method and MIICA yielded the most accurate depiction of vegetation change in this study. This method segments and merges objects with similar spectral features, a process that greatly reduces the salt-and-pepper noise (Sun et al. 2011) . On the other hand, the setting of the threshold for direct change detection was not completely accurate and pixels at the edge of the threshold range likely produced different results (change or no change) due to small changes in the threshold. However, when these pixels aggregated with other pixels as an object, the impact of threshold change was minimized. Therefore, detection accuracy was greater than that achieved when using only the pixel-based MIICA. The pixel-based MIICA is based on a simpler process and is more suitable for change detection using low-and mediumresolution remotely sensed images. In contrast, the objectoriented MIICA is more appropriate for the detection of fine changes from high spatial resolution images.
Vegetation changes in the Purple Mountains
From 2004 to 2009, the land type conversion at the edge of the Purple Mountains mainly consisted of the transformation of farmland and forest into lakes and buildings (Fig. 11a-c) . This was the main cause of vegetation loss during this period and the increase in construction was the most important factor (Table 5) . In other words, during this period, the development occurred mostly at the periphery of the Purple Mountains. In spite of this, in some peripheral areas, vegetation cover increased. The largest area was located in the southwest corner of the Purple Mountains (Fig. 11d) , which evolved from an architectural area into the present Meihua Valley scenic spot.
During 2009-2015, the available land (mainly used for vegetable production) at the foot of the mountains decreased and coupled with the increase in people's awareness of environmental protection and the greening concept, vegetation coverage in and around the building area increased (Fig. 12d, e) . This occurred because the local administrative agency of the scenic location dismantled some illegal buildings or dispersed aboriginal houses and implemented re-greening projects on those sites to improve the landscape aesthetics. This was an important reason for the large increase in the vegetation area (Table 5) . During this period, the vegetation loss in the interior of the mountains was attributed to the expansion of buildings to meet tourism needs, such as the west and south of the Dr. Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum (Fig. 12a, b) . This also included vegetation loss near roads and buildings (Fig. 12c) . These effects should be evaluated by the management agencies and management guidelines should be developed. These might include strengthening vegetation protection and restoration around the ''Wild Road'' for climbing, improving vegetation management alongside roads, and reducing the destruction of vegetation by tourists. These measures could prevent additional vegetation losses. In addition, there may be some violations of regulations regarding the expansion of buildings and managers should focus on this problem. Relevant departments should also follow the ecological priority principle in the forest management process and appropriately weigh the ecological and economic needs of forestry. Management should be guided by the relationships between forestry development, society, environment, and nature (Zhang and Du 2007) .
We noticed some disadvantages of the proposed method: (1) The detection methods used in this study can only detect changes in vegetation and non-vegetation classes. Changes in specific vegetation types (such as grassland, shrub, and woodland) need to be determined based on visual discrimination of the original image or the use of other classification methods. (2) The determination of change threshold was achieved by adjusting the initial threshold and number of iterations based on the reference data. This method proved to be not only time-consuming but the results of the threshold setting were often affected by the selection of the representative change regions. Therefore, the method for setting the threshold requires improvement for obtaining reliable vegetation change detection results. (3) Current research results do not clearly indicate the specific reasons for vegetation loss. In order to provide more reliable data and recommendations for sustainable management of scenic locations, in future research, we will develop automatic methods to identify and quantify areas of specific conversion types (e.g., paths, buildings).
Conclusions
Our accuracy assessment results indicated that the MIICA was the best suited method for detecting vegetation change among the four pixel-based direct change detection methods. The reasons were the combination of the vegetation indices and other spectral parameters. Furthermore, the proposed object-oriented MIICA was the best method for detection of change using high spatial resolution images. The subtle vegetation change information derived from high spatial resolution satellite images informed the local agencies of management effectiveness and provided data for use in strengthening tourism management, land use monitoring, and environmental education to prevent further vegetation disturbances.
